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Abstract

Silicon diode chips (“S-diodes”) designed by Silicon Power Corporation were explored as a more power-dense, lighter-weight replacement for traditional hockey-puk diodes in pulse switching applications. The 3.5 cm² S-diode has the same area as Silicon Power’s Super-GTO chip with reverse blocking capability above 6 kV. The diodes evaluated in this study were individually packaged at Silicon Power, then statically characterized and pulsed at the Army Research Laboratory. In series with the SGTO, the diode was pulsed with a half-sine shaped current of 5.5 kA with a pulse width of 1 ms. The action was calculated to be 1.6 x 10⁴ A²s with a peak power of about 55 kW. The diode was also utilized in a crowbar configuration, clamping negative current ringing from the circuit’s inductance. In this function, the diode blocked 4.5 kV DC and then conducted 2.0 kA. Several diodes were individually pulsed in the circuit for 1000 shots at this level without increasing forward drop or reverse leakage, demonstrating feasibility for use in high-voltage, wide-pulse power systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Army switching needs call for compact, high-power symmetric-blocking pulse switches. While larger, wafer-scale silicon thyristors are capable of symmetric voltage hold-off, they are too bulky to meet the volume and weight requirements of vehicle-mounted systems. The Army Research Laboratory (ARL) has demonstrated very promising switching performance with Silicon Power’s Super-GTO, but the device cannot block high voltage applied in the reverse direction [1, 2]. Connected in series with the SGTO, a diode can protect the switch if it can handle the same level of pulse current and then quickly transition to block a subsequent negative voltage swing.

In the lab, 50 mm-diameter diodes have been used in the evaluation circuits to protect the switching components under test. In order to take full advantage of compact pulse switches for a vehicle, though, it is desirable to pair them with power-dense diode packages. It will be shown in this paper that, based on current density in the silicon, the 3.5 cm² S-diode has a 1-ms pulse current density rating similar to that of larger, commercially-available silicon diodes. The advantage of the S-diode lies in the packaging design, which limits overall volume and weight. Each diode chip can be solder-mounted and does not require any high-pressure clamping. Diodes can be integrated into higher-current, multi-chip diode modules, or combined in packages with Super-GTO switches.

The information presented here on the S-diode’s wide-pulse performance is preliminary. More complete testing was scheduled but had to be postponed in order to install safety upgrades at the lab. The diode’s pulse current is expected to exceed that of the Super-GTO switch by at least 15%.

II. DESIGN AND PACKAGING

The S-diode was designed by Silicon Power. It is fabricated as a size-12 chip with a footprint of 3.5 cm² and an edge termination about 2 mm wide. For high voltage blocking, the termination doping is 2.0 x 10¹² per cm². At this time, these diodes are not being marketed commercially. Prior to ARL’s application-based evaluations, they were tested by Silicon Power at narrower pulse widths and faster rise times.

The diodes utilized in this study were individually packaged at Silicon Power. Lead-tin solder attaches the backside of each device to a copper-moly-copper base plate, serving as a cathode connection. Copper tabs provide connections to the anode surface of the diode. A non-conducting plastic shell is epoxied to the base plate, and the remaining open well around the device is then filled with insulating epoxy (Fig. 1).
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The packaging used for the individual S-diodes measures 10 mL and weighs 22 g. A module of eight parallel diodes, planned for future testing, would measure 96 mL and weigh 250 g based on current Super-GTO module assemblies.

In the pulse circuit, the anode connection was made by clamping copper plates to the small tabs extending from the top of the package. The cathode connection was made through the base plate of the package which was held to the back of a Super-GTO (for the series diode) or to a copper bus bar (for the anti-parallel diode) with 4-40 screws (Fig. 2).

Prior to pulsing, the diodes were high-pot tested on the bench top for reverse voltage blocking at 100 µA leakage, or 50 µA/cm² over the 2.0 cm² active area. Of the twenty diodes received, sixteen of them blocked 6.1-6.3 kV DC. The other four blocked between 3-4 kV. The diodes typically blocked 1 kV less than the present generation of Super-GTO chips from Silicon Power, due to different doping at the edge termination [3].

III. EVALUATION METHODS

A. Pulse Evaluations

The S-diode was evaluated both in series and in anti-parallel with a silicon Super-GTO switch. The main pulse circuit consisted of a high-energy capacitor bank, an inductor constructed at ARL, a Super-GTO from Silicon Power Corp., and a high-wattage resistive load (Fig. 3). In the series configuration, the diode started off forward-conducting high pulse current along with the Super-GTO, then was required to go into reverse voltage blocking at the end of the current pulse. The forward pulse was 1 ms in duration, and the reverse blocking time lasted 1.1 ms. The anti-parallel diode was in reverse blocking mode for several seconds during charging of the capacitors and the main current pulse, then switched into forward conduction for 1.1 ms as the inductor current rang negative. A low-resistance power resistor was connected in series with the anti-parallel diode in order to limit the current. Without this anti-parallel diode, the series diode would be forced into a hard reverse recovery when the voltage at the inductor rang negative. The diode would already be at an elevated temperature due to the preceding forward current pulse. Forcing a rapid recovery at this time failed a few series diodes before the anti-parallel diode was added to the system.

![Figure 2. Connection of S-diode package for pulse testing. Anode tabs were clamped between copper plates, and the Super-GTO switch was added back-to-back with the diode.](image)

![Figure 3. Schematic of the circuit used to evaluate both Super-GTOs and S-diodes.](image)

The series-connected diode also played a role during evaluations of recovery time and dV/dt immunity for the Super-GTO. To determine the switch’s forward recovery time, high voltage was applied to the GTO’s anode at an adjustable time delay following the main forward current pulse. In order to control the rate at which the high voltage was applied and to ensure that the Super-GTO was semi-isolated for this test, the series diode was utilized in blocking mode. In this way, the main capacitor bank and inductor were not being recharged, and any current drawn would suggest leakage through the Super-GTO or the diode. Similarly, high voltage applied for the dV/dt tests would only appear at the GTO’s anode, and high dV/dt could be generated with a small, narrow pulse current on the order of 15 A.

B. Results

Along with the Super-GTO, the series diode conducted 5.5 kA of pulse current (at 2.8 kA/cm² over the active area). The switch and diode pairs were pulsed over 1000 times each at a very low duty cycle and did not subsequently show any degradation in DC voltage blocking capability. Eight diodes were successfully
evaluated in this configuration. Because their active area is entirely emitter, the diodes are expected to have greater pulse current capability than the Super-GTOs, but they have not been evaluated up to their limit at this time.

The forward voltage drop of the series diode was monitored at various pulse current levels and plotted on an I-V curve (Fig. 4). At the 5.5 kA peak pulse current, the voltage drop was 10 V, corresponding to a power dissipation of 55 kW (Fig. 5). These are about the same voltage drop and power dissipation as for the Super-GTO.

The S-diode proved to be a good match for use with the Super-GTO because of the design similarities between the devices. At the time when the main current pulse falls to zero, a very smooth transition is seen where the series diode enters blocking mode and the anti-parallel diode starts to conduct (Fig. 6). No delay is apparent. With the impedances presently in use in this pulse circuit, the series diode was required to block -1.2 kV following the forward current pulse. The anti-parallel diode blocked 4.5 kV during the charging of the capacitor bank and conducted 2.0 kA when the system’s current rang negative. Further testing needs to be done to confirm full current capability (>5.5 kA) for the anti-parallel diode.

The S-diode continued to work well in blocking mode during the Tq and dV/dt tests. In the Tq evaluation, the series diode has already transitioned into blocking mode, and the application of high voltage at the Super-GTO merely increases the magnitude of voltage across the diode from –1.2 kV to –5.4 kV (Fig. 7). The S-diode was able to block this voltage following forward conduction without any notable reverse leakage. Diodes were high-potted under DC conditions after switching and continued to block >6 kV.

The S-diode was demonstrated at a 1-ms pulse current density of 2.8 kA/cm² over the active area, or 1.6 kA/cm² over the footprint area of the chip. These values are likely to increase some once higher current testing is completed. This current capability is similar to what is listed in the datasheets for present commercially-available diodes from ABB, VRE, and Silicon Power. ABB’s 60 mm freewheeling diode 10H6004 has a rated 1-ms pulse current of 44 kA, or about 1.6 kA/cm² over the area of the silicon [4]. VRE’s 5000-series hockey-puk diodes are rated for about 60 kA, or 3.0 kA/cm² [5], Silicon Power also has a commercially available 53-mm press-pak rectifier diode, the A780, rated at about 40 kA, or 1.8 kA/cm² at this pulse width [6]. Therefore, the S-diode
does not carry much advantage in the category of current density. What it does provide is a close match for the Super-GTO devices and, more importantly, a thin, lightweight package whose bus requirements are simple and do not require kN of clamping force.

C. Further Testing

More data was intended to be included in this paper, such as maximum pulse current capability and more complete I-V curves for the S-diodes. The Super-GTO and diode evaluations were put on hold for several weeks in order to add safety upgrades to the high power test beds at the lab. Further evaluations are planned for the diodes, both individually and in 8-chip modules, similar to the standard-unit Super-GTO modules that ARL utilized in previous narrower-pulse switching [2]. The diode modules would be combined in series with Super-GTO modules in order to create symmetric 6 kV switching units capable of an estimated 40 kA at the 1-ms pulse width.

IV. SUMMARY

S-diodes designed by Silicon Power Corp. were used with Super-GTOs to create symmetric high-power switches for wide-pulse Army applications. The diodes proved to be a good match for the Super-GTOs. They switched up to 5.5 kA of 1-ms wide pulse current and reverse-blocked up to 4.5 kV in the evaluation circuit. The diodes showed greater than 6.0 kV DC blocking on the bench top. The diodes exhibited a smooth transition between conduction and blocking in this type of application. The data collected on these devices so far supports the plan to assemble the S-diodes into larger modules for higher current switching and rectification.
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